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ABSTRACT

We discuss about the benefits and importance of customer’s online portal facilities in India, provided by Bankers and non-banking financial companies to their customers. This is having various information and assistance to the online portal users. This explains about what are the benefits and how is saving time consumption. Even though it has some risk, it is very useful to the users. For avoiding risk factors customer can change password at regular intervals with high securities like Vara$2759. This facility helps to the bankers and non-banking financial companies at the various aspects, they can avoid queue in the bank and finance companies. In customer part they need not go directly to banks and companies for these purposes. They can use this facility for saving their valuable time and quick transactions.

It creates internet usage and help for making strong Digital India also. This original research paper tries to explain maximum benefits of online portal provided by bankers and non-banking financial companies to their customer. We encourage to the customers for using this facilities for saving valuable time concerns. Finally, this is helping us to know all the importance of the facilities of online portal facilities.
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